The relationship between secondary chromosomal abnormalities and blast transformation in chronic myelogenous leukemia.
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is a stem cell disorder which progresses from a chronic phase (CP) to an accelerated phase (AP), and/or a blast phase (BP) of myeloid (M) or lymphoid (L) phenotype. This progression is frequently preceded or accompanied by recurring secondary chromosomal abnormalities which are believed to play a role in the transformation. In order to investigate the relationship between the secondary change and the development of BP, we undertook a study using fluorescence in situ hybridization to determine in which cells the secondary abnormalities were present. We observed that in one case of L-BP, the secondary change (trisomy 8) appeared to be in a subclone that was different from the blast cells, as it was absent from the lymphoblasts but present in differentiating erythroid, monocytic and granulocytic cells. In two cases, the secondary change (trisomy 8, extra Ph) probably occurred prior to an acute transforming event as it was present in CP or AP predominantly in differentiated granulocytic or monocytic cells. In one case of M-BP, the secondary change (trisomy 8) probably occurred after the acute transformation, as it appeared in only a subset of the blasts. Lastly, in four cases of L-BP, the secondary change (monosomy 7, extra Ph or hyperdiploidy) was closely associated with the BP as it was present in all of the blasts. The findings indicate that some secondary abnormalities may be directly related to the development of BP and may provide clues to the identity of genes responsible for the acute phase transition. Other abnormalities occurring before, or after the acute transformation or in a different subclone from the acute phase blasts, may be more important for denoting genomic instability than for helping to understand the mechanism of blast transformation.